L’shana Tova Tikatevu!
Happy New Year — 5776
### September Worship Schedule

**Friday, September 4 • Shabbat Ki Tavo**
- 6 pm – Kabbalat Shabbat Worship
- 7 pm – Family Shabbat Worship

**Saturday, September 5 • S’lichot**
- 9:30 pm – Dessert Reception and music by Sarah Rubinstein
- 10:45 pm – S’lichot Service with the Adult Choir

**Friday, September 11 • Shabbat Nitzavim**
- 8 pm – Shabbat Worship

**Saturday, September 12**
- 9 am – Shabbat Worship with the Bar Mitzvah of Jared Delfiner, son of Greg and Marna Delfiner
- 11 am – Shabbat Worship with the B’nai Mitzvah of Ava Fuchs, daughter of Daniel and Julie Fuchs and Janie Hershman, daughter of Gary and Harra Hershman

**Sunday, September 13 • Erev Rosh Hashanah**
- 6 pm – Rosh Hashanah Experience: Creative Worship Through Prayer and Song
- 8 pm – Erev Rosh Hashanah Worship

**Monday, September 14 • 1st Day of Rosh Hashanah**
- 9 am – Early Worship Service and Youth Worship Service
- 11:30 am – Tashlich Service
- 12:30 pm – Late Worship Service
- 3 pm – Tashlich Service
- 3:30 pm – Family and Tot Worship Services
- 4:30 pm – Tashlich Service

**Tuesday, September 15 • 2nd Day of Rosh Hashanah**
- 10 am – Worship Service

**Friday, September 18 • Shabbat Vayelech • Shabbat Shuvah**
- 8 pm – Shabbat Worship

**Saturday, September 19**
- 9 am – Shabbat Worship with the Bar Mitzvah of Jared Delfiner, son of Greg and Marna Delfiner
- 11 am – Shabbat Worship with the B’nai Mitzvah of Ava Fuchs, daughter of Daniel and Julie Fuchs and Janie Hershman, daughter of Gary and Harra Hershman

**Sunday, September 27 • Erev Sukkot**
- 5 pm – Welcome To Our Tent Sukkot Service for CECE families
- 5:45 pm – Dinner and Song Session

**Monday, October 5 • Simchat Torah**
- 9 am – Simchat Torah Worship and Yizkor Service with Brunch

**Friday, October 9 • Shabbat Bereshit**
- 7 pm – Celebrations Shabbat
- 8 pm – Shabbat Worship

**Saturday, October 10**
- 9 am – Shabbat Worship with the Bar Mitzvah of Sam Fortunato, son of Kevin and Alicia Fortunato
- 11 am – Shabbat Worship with the B’nai Mitzvah of Jacob and Joshua Tillman, sons of Walt and Brynne Tillman

**Friday, October 16 • Shabbat Noach**
- 8 pm – Shabbat Worship

**Saturday, October 17**
- 10 am – Shabbat Worship with the Bar Mitzvah of Avery Miller, daughter of Mike and Cori Miller

**Friday, October 23 • Shabbat Lech Lecha**
- 8 pm – Shabbat Worship Service Honoring Sisterhood

**Saturday, October 24**
- 9 am – Shabbat Worship with Bar Mitzvah of Aidan Nadell, son of Jordan Nadell and Amy Corson-Nadell
- 11 am – Shabbat Worship with the Bat Mitzvah of Rachael Kisver, daughter of Joshua and Stacie Kisver

**Friday, October 30 • Shabbat Vayera**
- 8 pm – Shabbat Worship with guest speaker, Rabbi Elliot Strom

**Saturday, October 31**
- 9 am – Shabbat Worship with the Bar Mitzvah of Grant Geisler, son of Drew and Tracy Geisler
- 11 am – Shabbat Worship with the Bar Mitzvah of Ari Silver, son of Jackie Diamond and Joel Silver
A Change In Our Interfaith Marriage Policy

Rabbi Gregory S. Marx, Senior Rabbi

During my sabbatical, which was a time for Laurie and me to travel and be with our family, I was fortunate enough to find some serious time to study and to reflect on the unique family that is Beth Or. We have come so far over our sixty years. In the 1950s, our founding families struggled to make ends meet, find a place to worship, and engage dynamic clergy. I have heard so many stories about members pitching in and painting buildings, laying carpeting and taking up collections at the last minute to keep the electricity on. Those were wondrous and uncertain days.

Look at us now. We are successfully meeting our needs with a state of the art facility, an ever-growing endowment and a committed clergy, staff and membership. How blessed we all are.

Congregation Beth Or has strived to be a warm and welcoming community. Over the years, we have acted to be more inclusive. We have strived to include the interfaith families, the LGBT families, and those families with special needs children. We have become an open community of Jews from all types of backgrounds. Sixty years ago, the average Jewish reform family was very different. Our Congregation has evolved and changed with the changes in our community.

Rabbi Gerber, Cantor Green and I are truly fortunate to be present for you at your sacred moments. We have danced with you, prayed with you and yes, mourned with you. It has been an honor to try to bring holiness into those tender moments in your lives.

As we seek to welcome all who wish to enter our “tent,” I’m pleased to announce a change in our marriage policy. This policy change will allow the Congregation to continue its efforts to change and evolve with our community. It is our hope that this change will allow us to sanctify more unions and to welcome more couples into the Beth Or family. Rabbi Gerber, in consultation with me, will officiate at interfaith marriages for Beth Or members, provided the couple meets specific parameters. Rabbi Gerber will perform all of the ritual aspects of the ceremony. I will be available, as in the past, to speak personally and intimately about my relationship with the couple and offer a blessing of their union. Love is such a powerful force and we, as your Rabbis, yearn to celebrate in your most joyous moments.

While many couples may prefer to get married at various venues, such as hotels and retreat centers, we still believe that it is extra special to be married on the same bima from which you were Consecrated, celebrated your Bar/Bat Mitzvah and were Confirmed. Our spiritual home can be a place for all sacred moments.

Ecclesiastes said it best, “There is a time and a season for all things.” As Beth Or embraces its next stages of life, I hope that we will be even more welcoming and affirming of those who desire to make their home within our home.

I hope that we will be even more welcoming and affirming of those who desire to make their home within our home.

Rabbi Gregory S. Marx
It’s All About the Value

Ira Secouler, Beth Or President

Since my first board meeting in June, many congregants have asked me the age old question… No not that question, “Why do you want to be President;” but the other question… “Why are dues so expensive?”

First, the word “dues” is not the most accurate term. We are not a health club or country club; we are a synagogue, a holy community. A more precise term would be “congregational commitment.” And as such, would these payments not be an expression of philanthropy?

After many years on the budget committee, as a past Treasurer of the congregation, and as a CPA in my professional life, I can give you an answer, but, as they say in Torah study, a Jew answers a question with another question. So, I ask, is it really about the cost?

As any large institution, we have a large budget — $2.9 million dollars. This excludes the Center for Early Childhood Education (preschool) which covers its budget through tuition income. As your home budget would, this covers our annual expenses for all utilities, maintenance, mortgage payments and payments to our national organization, the Union for Reform Judaism. It covers our clergy and staff costs for office, maintenance and school. It includes the cost of educating our 550+ students in our religious school. For budget purposes, we have estimated our congregation at 1023 families. However, because of financial hardship, about 20-25% of our congregants remit payments under a reduced structure. That means the remaining 750+ families need to cover the difference between our collections and expenses. If you do the math, the remaining families would need to contribute approximately $3,700 per to cover our cost of operations.

The cost of being part of the community is neither expensive nor inexpensive; we cover our costs the best way we can, fair and balanced, monitoring our expenses closely and asking those that can afford to contribute more to do so. For those who say “I pay full dues, is that not enough?” the answer is clear. We have an Annual Appeal to help the community as a whole. Sometimes, we help those who cannot help themselves, and by doing so, we help ourselves. “This includes the cost of educating our religious school students; they are the future of the Jewish people. As a community, we share the financial burden of educating our Jewish youth.

The real question is not “why is the cost of being a congregant so expensive?” The real question is “am I getting value for my commitment to this congregation?” That can only be answered by each of us. How do you perceive Beth Or? Is it a place for shopping; I pay you X you give me Y? Is it a community of reform Jews who seek T’shuva, Tefillah, and Tzedakah — repentance, prayer and charity?

The answer is our mission statement:

Congregation Beth Or is a Reform Jewish synagogue inspiring our members and striving for excellence as a Kehillah Kedoshah, or a sacred community. We care for one another, welcome those who seek to join us, work to repair the world, foster lifelong Jewish learning, support Israel and the Jewish people everywhere, and continually reach for that which is holy.

So, the value is in the belonging, the active participation in your religion. It is in the blessing of being a member of a holy reform congregation that cares about you and your family. A congregation that is here for you in celebration and sorrow. Here to support you, guide you, and educate you and your children and or grandchildren towards a path of blessings and righteousness. We do not sell a product or service, we nurture and care for your soul. What is that worth to you? What is that worth to your family and to the future of the Jewish people?

Please think about the value the next time your daily life involves Beth Or. Think about the value when you are contributing to the Annual Appeal or when you take the telephone call from a volunteer on the Ner Tamid Endowment Campaign. It’s not about the cost; it’s all about the VALUE.
What Can We Do About Anti-Semitism on College Campuses?

Rabbi David Gerber, Associate Rabbi

Last year, filmmaker Ami Horowitz did an experiment at the University of California, Berkeley. He stood on the steps of this prestigious university and waved an ISIS flag while shouting, “ISIS is misunderstood.” At no point was Horowitz questioned or criticized and at times he was praised and encouraged. Moments later, he began to wave an Israeli flag and within moments he was challenged and verbally abused. The video is shocking to watch and you can see it for yourself by scanning the QR code at the end of this article.

During the summer of 2014, as Operation Protective Edge was defending the state of Israel from Hamas, the lines began to blur between Anti-Zionism and Anti-Semitism. A year later there can be no mistake: the Anti-Israel sentiment that is constantly growing on college campuses is clearly rooted in Anti-Semitism.

Consider the actions of the Anti-Israel demonstrators on college campuses and throughout our country. Students wearing yarmulkes were accosted on their way to class; some have been attacked. Jewish fraternities were vandalized with Nazi symbols. There have been attacks on synagogues and Jewish community centers all around the world.

These demonstrators pretend to be concerned with the actions of the State of Israel and the welfare of the Palestinian people, but their activities target Jews. An Israeli soldier gave me a great analogy. He pointed out that if people had an issue with Italy, for example, they would direct their protests to the Italian embassy, not a Catholic church.

People are allowed to advocate for the Palestinian people. But if the criticism begins and ends with the State of Israel, we have to question their motive. Palestinian refugees are treated as lower class citizens in almost every other Arab country. They are massacred by the thousands in Syria. The border that the Gaza Strip shares with Egypt is closely monitored by the Egyptians. Egypt, by the way, has demolished Palestinian homes and forced hundreds to flee their towns.

Perhaps the greatest injustice to the Palestinian people is their treatment by their own elected leaders. In the West Bank, leaders of the Palestinian Authority enjoy palatial estates while their citizens live in poverty. In the Gaza Strip, aid shipments meant to build hospitals and schools are redirected to the construction of terror tunnels.

Ami Horowitz chose a prestigious college campus to conduct his experiment because he wanted to assess the quality of education in our country and the social awareness of our youth. The reactions he received are not only indicative of the quality of education, but also the effectiveness of the Palestinian effort to delegitimize the state of Israel.

Though Operation Protective Edge has been over for a year, it is clear that we are still fighting a battle. The students on college campuses now represent the next generation of leadership in our country. We simply cannot allow enemies
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of Israel to inundate them with false, biased, and hateful claims that seek to demonize and delegitimize the Jewish state.

If you are a college student or the parent of a college student, there are places to find the necessary information to defend Israel. I recommend:

- Stand With Us — http://www.standwithus.com/
- IDF Facebook page — https://www.facebook.com/idfonline

Our tradition holds that every Jew is responsible for one another. Our brothers and sisters in Israel need us to spread the word about the real Israel — the only democracy in the Middle East. The only place in the Middle East with complete freedom of speech and press. The only place where everyone, regardless of their race, religion, and sexual orientation shares the same rights. The enemies of Israel have been launching an attack on social media and on our college campuses, and we must raise our voice to create our own protective edge.

Scan here to watch Ami Horowitz’s shocking video from the University of California, Berkeley campus

100 Gifts in 100 Days

In the 100 days leading up to Yom Kippur on September 23, Beth Or’s Ner Tamid Endowment Campaign is striving to secure “100 Gifts in 100 Days.”

The success of this endowment campaign is vital to us all. By establishing a firm financial footing, it will allow the congregation to sustain its mission and values for future generations. A more robust endowment fund will allow us to contain the annual financial obligations of our congregants, holding the cost of membership down and helping us to maintain programs, hire and retain talented clergy and staff, and control our costs.

Our goal is to enter the New Year with a greater participation by all of our congregants. The more congregants who pledge, the stronger our community’s future becomes. All gifts are appreciated and every gift matters. And to make your gift more manageable, a pledge may be paid over as many as five years.

We are grateful to all of you for your immediate participation. Our success will be aided by your willingness to step up and join those who have already participated. So, please be part of the “100 Gifts in 100 Days.” If you would like more information about the campaign, please contact Amy Abrams at 215-646-5806.
Religious School NEWS

Aaron Nielsenhultz, Director of Religious School

It seems to me that a moment comes at some point during the summer — somewhere around the middle of August, when camp is over, vacations are done, people return from the shore — when the first inklings of summer burn-out occur. Children begin to get bored and parents begin to eye the calendar looking for when school will start back up. Suddenly, it’s time for back-to-school shopping, and before we know it, we’re in the thick of the new school year.

I love this time of year: the year opens with possibility and excitement; we make new friends and reconnect with old ones; and there is so much going on to get us engaged. Although, truth be told, sometimes in these exciting days at the end of summer, it’s easy to lose track of just how fleeting these moments are. After all, there are only so many new school years to be experienced for students and parents. At a certain point, the whole routine will be a thing of the past, something for the next generation to step into. If you can, take a moment to stop and think about what you love the most about back-to-school time, and when you think of it, share it with me. Introduce yourself, and tell me what your favorite thing is about the new school year; that way, I can get to know you, and you can create a fond, lasting memory of what you enjoy.

And do we have a lot to enjoy in the next year! Take a look to see important dates for the fall, and be sure to join us for our Opening Day fun on Sunday, September 27. I can’t wait to see you all for the beginning of the year.

Opening Day Information

EARLY SESSION SCHEDULE:
All-school kick off, for students and parents, 9 am in the Gitlin sanctuary
All-school sing-along for students, 10:35-10:45 am in the Gitlin sanctuary
Parents meet-the-teachers, 10:35-10:45 am in each class

LATE SESSION SCHEDULE:
All-school kick off, for students and parents, 11:15 am in the Gitlin sanctuary
All-school sing-along for students, 12:50-1 pm in the Gitlin sanctuary
Parents meet-the-teachers, 12:50-1 pm in each class

The Brotherhood and Sisterhood are hosting a Welcome Back Pancake Breakfast which begins at 8:30 am in the Rosenfeld Social Hall.

Important School Dates

Sunday, September 27:
First day of Sunday School and Sunday Academy
Sunday, October 4:
Consecration Service for New Religious School Students (K-3), 7 pm
Monday, October 12:
First day of Monday Hebrew School and Monday Academy
Tuesday, October 13:
First day of Tuesday Hebrew School
Sunday, October 18:
Pre-K PJ Library program, 11:15 am
Sunday, October 18:
5th Grade Family Ed
Sunday, October 18:
First night of Confirmation Class
Sunday, October 25:
No school
Sunday, November 1:
Mitzvah Day! (see page 7 for details).
Documentary on Safe Gun Laws Now Available In Our Library

“Living For 32” is a 45-minute documentary that tells the story of Colin Goddard, a victim of the Virginia Tech shootings that left 32 dead and 17 injured. Last year, a film screening was organized by Beth Or and other area synagogues and churches, in conjunction with CeaseFirePA whose goal is to ensure safe gun laws and decrease gun violence.

The DVD has been added to Beth Or’s Herzfeld Library and can be checked out to share at small group gatherings. A representative from CeaseFirePA can be requested to attend, as well. Please contact Beth Or Social Action Committee members, Nora Saragovi (noraksaragovi@gmail.com) or Carole Chasen (carole.chasen@yahoo.com), if you are interested in having a CeaseFirePA staff member join you for a home screening.

Nike Reuse-a-Shoe

As a member of the Social Action Committee, I have taken on the project of collecting old worn out sneakers that are no longer usable. Rather than fill up landfills, the sneakers are part of an environmentally friendly project. They will make their way from the local Nike outlet to a Nike facility that grinds up rubber soles and recycles them to create rubber padding and protective surfaces for children’s playgrounds and running tracks.

As of early summer, I collected more than 10 over-sized trash bags of sneakers which filled my trunk and the back seat of my car. I had originally planned to count every pair, but given the weight of the overstuffed trash bags, I decided a bag total would more manageable.

I want to thank everyone who has contributed so far to this worthy project to help our environment. If the collection continues at its current pace, I will make additional trips to the recycling center prior to Beth Or’s November 1 Mitzvah Day, which will be our final collection day.

If you plan to drop off your non-usable sneakers or have any questions, please call me before delivering them to Beth Or, so that arrangements can be made for me to pick them up.

Thank you for making a difference for the environment. The next time we pass a playground or running track, let’s think about the materials that make up their surfaces!

Marlene S. Cohen • Collection Drive Chair • msckidsot@aol.com

Do A “Knitzvah”

Do you knit or crochet? Would you like to learn? Would you like to create items that keep others warm and lift their spirits? Please join us!!

The Beth Or Knitters meet on the second Wednesday of each month at 7 pm in the Herzfeld Library. We represent a variety of ages and skill levels, but one thing that we have in common is that we take joy knowing that our handiwork helps keep people warm and comfy.

We are currently donating hats, scarves and lap afghans. Since September 2014, we have donated 40 hats to CHOP, 24 hats, 4 scarves and 15 afghans to Karnell Cancer Center, 16 hats to Cradles to Crayons, and 25 caps to Abington Hospital’s preemie unit.

When Rabbi Marx led a trip to Israel in 2012, he brought hats and afghans to the new wing of the Hadassah Hospital. When he led a trip to Morocco in 2014, he brought 10 afghans to a nursing home.

Not everyone is able to come to our knitting sessions. Some congregants leave finished items in the synagogue office. Some help by dropping off donations at the hospitals. Others donate yarn to be used in projects. Everyone’s contributions are appreciated! Come join us. We’re “close knit” friends. Please check the Social Action page of the Beth Or website for knitting instructions.

For more information, please contact Faye Benshetler at febx@comcast.net.
BETH OR MITZVAH DAY
Sunday, November 1

Everyone is invited to join us for our annual Mitzvah Day event. Come out with your family and friends for a kick off in the Gitlin Sanctuary at 9 am and start your day with a little spiritual nourishment and snacks.

Please register for an activity with the chairperson indicated below. Religious school students should register with their classroom teachers.

On-site activities

Corner of the Land, 10 am-12 noon
Garden enthusiasts are invited to clean up our Corner of the Land Garden at the close of another fruitful season.
Chairs: Mitch Diamond and Bruce Dorsey • mdiamond@atkore.com, brucedorsey11@gmail.com

American Red Cross Blood Drive
Appointments available every 15 minutes from 9 am to 2 pm.
Register to be a donor and save a life. You can register on-line at http://www.redcrossblood.org/pennjersey or contact our chairperson.
Chair: Bill Wanger • wwanger@foxrothschild.com

Bone Marrow Registry, 9 am-1 pm
Become a bone marrow donor. Information and kits will be available.
Chair: Susy Krimker • susykrimker@gmail.com

Meals that Matter, 1-3 pm
Cook meals for hundreds of JCC Klein’s elderly/homebound clients.
Chair: Caren Gutman • carengutman@gmail.com

Picture Perfect, 9 am-11 am
Create and decorate picture frames for seniors.
Chair: Beth Or Religious School Kindergarten Faculty

Beautiful Blossoms, 9 am-11 am
Bring joy to seniors at Beth Or and at Abramson Center by decorating pots and tissue boxes and planting potted flowers.
Chair: Riss Bencan • cbencan@yahoo.com

Cradles to Crayons, 9 am-1 pm
Sort and pack toys, sporting equipment and clothing to deliver to Cradles to Crayons.
Chair: Theresa Knee • tknee@comcast.net

Alex’s Lemonade Stand, 9 am-1 pm
Support our lemonade stand and raise funds for pediatric cancer research.
Chair: Fred Dugan • fgdugan@comcast.net

Packing Lunches for School Children, 9 am-11 am
Pack 500 lunch bags for Mitzvah Circle and write friendly messages for those living in nearby shelters.
Chair: Sue Dessner • sdess2014@gmail.com

Fox Chase Cancer Center Bake Sale, 9 am-1 pm
Support research at FCCC through their Post-Doc Program
Chair: Judy Bernstein • judybernstein@verizon.net and students of Torah Study

Off-Site Activities

Beth Or Junior Choir Concert at Abramson Center, 2:30 - 3:30 pm
Share the joy of hearing the young voices of Beth Or’s Junior Choir as they put on a concert for the residents. Volunteers are asked to accompany children and assist residents from their rooms to the concert.
Chairs: Cantor Green • dgreen@bethor.org, Lisa Ashery • lahla@comcast.net

Wissahickon Cleanup, 10 am-12 noon
Join the Friends of the Wissahickon on a restoration project in the scenic Wissahickon Valley. Gloves and tools will be provided.
Chairs: Marv Schwartz • marvdubschwartz@verizon.net, Marlene Cohen • msckidsot@aol.com

Hope Gardens Outing, 1-3 pm
Take residents of Hope Gardens on an outing. Volunteers will host parents and help chaperone children during the outing.
Chair: Debbie Schwartz • marvdubschwartz@aol.com

Mitzvah Circle Warehouse, 9 am-1 pm
Sort through donated clothing and food at the Mitzvah Circle Warehouse and complete small projects.
Chair: 4th Grade faculty
For more information about Mitzvah Day activities, please contact: Susy Krimker, Social Action Chair, susykrimker@gmail.com or Margie Chachkin, Social Action Vice-Chair, chachkin@aol.com.

Collections

We are holding collections for the following items: infants, children, women, non-perishable food and cleaning items, household/kitchen items, prescription glasses, toiletries, bedding and towels, worn out sneakers, gift cards and Chanukah candles. These items will benefit a number of local charities. Please make sure that all items are new or gently used and laundered.
Greetings from the incoming president of Brotherhood. I have been a member of Congregation Beth Or for a decade. I joined when my late wife, Carol, and I moved from North Haven, Connecticut to Lower Gwynedd. If you travel along Tennis Avenue, you may spot my 54 foot amateur radio tower peeking over the roof (I am licensed as KB1JEY).

There is at least one theme that runs in common among radio clubs, the Men's Club at my previous shul, and our Beth Or Brotherhood: How do we draw in younger men and future leaders? Should we fail, those institutions' continuity will be in peril. I plan for Beth Or Brotherhood to succeed in achieving this goal!

I think we need to build on successful programs such as our Annual Dinner. We must add programs which will be attractive to younger men. An example could be programs on financing college costs and finding scholarship aid. Brotherhood should be an organization that entices fathers to linger after dropping their children off at religious school and youth activities. Let us build a stronger community of Beth Or fathers.

Another item on my agenda is that we pay annual dues to Men of Reform Judaism yet fail to tap into their resources. This will change. Perhaps the men of Beth Or will become a model for men in other shuls.

I have witnessed good leaders at Beth Or and elsewhere. My favorite role models start by digging in and working directly. However, they then find ways to infuse others with the vision of what could be accomplished and the route to achieve the goals.

This style dovetails with my philosophy that every day reveals what our maker planned for us and to learn what lies in our souls. As I have painfully learned in the last 18 months, the future arrives, ready or not.

“Brotherhood” means in part that we work in fellowship for the good of our community. As Brotherhood president, I am personally asking for your help to realize this vision. Please help me to better our shul.

Are you and your friends into football? Are you ready to enhance the experience! Join the Beth Or Brotherhood — Fantasy Football League.

The Brotherhood will be running a fantasy football league this fall with 12 teams.

Your donation for the buy-in will support the charitable activities of the Brotherhood.

Reserve your team today. $200 per team is the suggested donation with the winning team receiving 50% of the pot. The season starts Thursday, September 10. All teams must be submitted at the Draft Party to be held on Wednesday, September 2 at Beth Or.

For details, contact the league commissioner Eric Wolf • 215-740-2205.
On behalf of Beth Or Sisterhood, we welcome all women of Beth Or to join us in creating a place where each of you can find a sense of community and connection in an increasingly disconnected world.

We joined Sisterhood at different times in our lives but for similar reasons. We needed to find a place apart from the secular world where we could forge new friendships and breathe new life into our Judaism. For Ellen, the embracing of her spirituality happened when she attended and participated in her first Sisterhood Shabbat. Sisterhood members led the service by reading prayers in English or Hebrew and added their beautiful voices as members of the Shabbatones. For Marilyn, it happened when attending her first Women’s Seder. As the Seder concluded, all attendees stood arm in arm and sang. At that moment, she felt a sense of being a Jewish woman connected to all other Jewish women and wanted to replicate that feeling again and again.

As we are looking to revitalize Sisterhood, we would like to start our new beginnings with you. If you want to attain and sustain that sense of connection, come join Sisterhood at an event or come to a meeting on the first Wednesday of the month.

Please Support the Tarshis Gift Shop

Proceeds Benefit Beth Or Sisterhood Programs

Stop in for these items and more:

- Judaica of all types
- Holiday Items
- Shabbat Candlesticks, Candles, Kiddush Cups
- Mezuzahs
- Hamsas and other Wall Art
- Tallit and Kippot
- Bar/Bat Mitzvah Gifts
- Wedding Mitzvah Glasses and Gifts
- Jewelry
- AHAVA Skin Care Products
- Home Giftware
- Books for Adults and Children
- Children’s Toys and Games
- Baby Gifts
- Occasion Cards

Hours:
- Sunday: 9 am-12 noon • Monday: 9 am-12 noon, 4:30-6 pm, and 7-8:30 pm
- Tuesday: 9 am-12 noon and 4:30-6 pm • Wednesday thru Friday: 9 am-12 noon

Discounts available for Sisterhood Members and Beth Or Staff

Great Monthly Sales and New Arrivals
Meet Our B’nai Mitzvah Students

Jared Delfiner
September 12
For my mitzvah project, I volunteered at the **Klein JCC Senior Center** where I helped serve lunch to the members and assisted with the activities program. I also baked soft pretzels and sold them to the participants at the center to raise money for **Alex’s Lemonade Stand**. My Aunt Julie, an oncologist at CHOP, has a patient who is battling cancer. She is also raising money for Alex’s Lemonade Stand and the money I collect will go towards her total. When I was volunteering, I asked the members of the senior center to write the patients at CHOP get well cards and they were happy to help! I enjoyed being at the senior center and I plan on going back and volunteering again.

Ava Fuchs
September 12
For my mitzvah projects, I interviewed Alex Redner, a Holocaust survivor, in order to keep alive the memory of that terrible time so it does not happen again. I also participated in the **Challenger program** where my “buddies” and I play baseball with disabled children. No one keeps score and it is all about having fun. In addition to these mitzvah projects, I am donating a portion of my Bat Mitzvah money to the **CHARGE Foundation**, and more specifically to the Ethan Wolfe Recreational Assistance Program. CHARGE Syndrome is a genetic birth defect that occurs in about 1 in every 10,000 births. The word CHARGE is an acronym and the letters stand for recognizable features of CHARGE kids, such as ‘H’ for heart defects.

Janie Hershman
September 12
For my Bat Mitzvah project, I volunteered at a program called **Tennis Buddies Squad**. While I was there, I was able to combine my love of tennis and my love of helping others. I played and taught tennis to kids and adults with special needs. I played tennis games with some of the older kids and adults and taught the younger ones how to swing and hit the tennis balls correctly. It was a rewarding experience to watch the kids and adults faces light up with happiness when they hit the ball over the net and see their sense of accomplishment. It was even more rewarding to see their excitement when they beat me! Overall, I feel that I really made a difference in their lives by showing them that they can do anything that anybody else can do.

Adriana Jones
September 26
For my mitzvah project, I interviewed a Holocaust survivor whom I connected with through the **Holocaust Awareness Museum and Education Center**. I found her story very interesting, and learned about how she survived and what she did to stay alive. I hope to share her story with others, so that we will never forget what happened to the Jewish people in that period of our history. I feel by sharing stories about our past we can ensure that this never happens again.

Aidan Nadell
October 24
Aiden is honoring his grandfather, Barry Corson, for his Bar Mitzvah project. His grandfather passed away in February from Lewy Body Dementia, a type of Parkinson's. Aidan ordered brochures from the **Lewy Body Dementia Association** and wrote a letter to bring awareness to area physicians. He also held a fundraiser at the China Garden Inn.
Rachel Rubins  
September 26
I worked on two mitzvah projects. My first project raised money for Tikvah Family Camp at Ramah Poconos. Tikvah is a Jewish camp for special needs families. We went there for two summers and loved it. I sold candy bars and raised $750!

For my other project, I am working to raise awareness of a wonderful program right here at Beth Or — Celebrations! Celebrations is a special needs family Shabbat Service run by our rabbinic intern, Janine Jankovitz Pastor. It is a nice way for siblings and families to support each other emotionally and spiritually. This year, we will be meeting once a month on Friday nights and sharing Shabbat dinner together. Check Beth Or’s website for the dates!

Georgia Fiori  
September 26
For my mitzvah project, I baked cupcakes and brownies to sell and raise money for Saint Baldrick’s charity for children with cancer. I also raised money to donate to needy families for the Ambler YMCA Annual Campaign. In addition to this, I also volunteered my time at the YMCA helping younger kids learn to read.

Joshua and Jacob Tillman  
October 10
For our mitzvah project, we are raising money to purchase a Shelterbox in Nepal which will help families who were displaced by the 7.8 earthquake in April of 2015. A Shelterbox is a kit for families who lost their homes in the wreckage and fits up to 10 people. It also comes with thermal blankets, sheets, water purification, cooking supplies, practical tools, and games and puzzles for children. To make a donation, visit http://jsquared.club.

Avery Miller  
October 17
For my Mitzvah project, I wanted to do something that would help make life easier for people with struggles. I decided to do something at Camp Harlam where I have gone for the past four summers. Sometimes, something that makes life easier for everyone can especially affect people with disabilities. At camp, I helped to hang signs in all of the bunks which stated directions for certain times of the day. These posters didn’t bother anyone and were a little reminder, and really helped people with certain difficulties. All of the visual signs I posted helped camp to be more inclusive. Not only did signs state directions, but they also show visuals about what is fair and helped everyone to understand that fair isn’t always about being equal, but giving everyone what they need to be successful.

Rachael Kisver  
October 24
For my mitzvah project, I volunteered as a “buddy” for the Challenger Baseball League in Horsham. This is a division of Little League for players with intellectual or physical disabilities. Buddies are matched up with players to assist with the game and provide a social connection, too. I felt good knowing I was helping kids take part in a fun activity that would otherwise be difficult. I also participated in a bake sale, helping to raise money for the league to build a Miracle Field, one that would better accommodate the walkers and wheelchairs that some players use. I plan on continuing to volunteer for this wonderful program next season.

Ari Silver  
October 31
My name is Ari Silver. For my Bar Mitzvah project, I decided to start a letter-writing campaign for the U.S. troops who are serving our country. I’m asking my friends and family to write letters to thank our troops for their service and give them encouragement. These letters will be sent in care packages to the military through Operation Gratitude. Supporting the troops is important to me because my great grandfather and grandfather were in the military (Army and Air Force).
The Meaning of BOFTY

Jillian Glick, Director of Youth and Camp Engagement

People often ask me, “What does BOFTY mean?” My first response is to tell them that it stands for the Beth Or Federation of Temple Youth, also known as Beth Or’s youth program. Then, I explain that BOFTY is a part of a bigger organization called NFTY (National Federation of Temple Youth), which is the Union for Reform Judaism’s national youth program.

Really though, none of these responses do BOFTY justice. What does all of that even mean?! Ask any BOFTY member and they will tell you…BOFTY means so much more.

BOFTY means friendship, community, Jewish values, fun, leadership, and making connections. Children who participate in our youth programs gain all of these values and skills without even realizing it.

Our younger “bitty” and “mini” BOFTYites continue to grow their love for Beth Or, by connecting with their friends during monthly events. Our events range from pizza parties after Hebrew School to gymnastics or mini golf at Freddie Hill Farm. And these kids will learn and grow spiritually when they attend a Senior BOFTY led high holy day service.

Junior BOFTY’s 6th and 7th graders get a taste of what it’s like to be a part of Senior BOFTY. They begin to have events on Saturday nights with Havdallah programs. Parents see their children start to create their own place at Beth Or and grow into young leaders.

Senior BOFTY is for our 8th through 12th graders. Here is where we see Jewish friendships flourish! Monday night pizza dinners are spent hanging in the lounge, playing air hockey and chatting about their weekends. Opportunities to make new friends at NFTY regional events at Camp Harlam allow Jewish teens in our area to come together and gain valuable leadership skills. Senior BOFTYites also lead our younger children in services at religious school and during the High Holy Days. This is where L’Dor V’Dor becomes real for me as their advisor.

I am privileged to facilitate all of these occasions through BOFTY. I’m thankful that I grew up in this holy and welcoming community that is Beth Or. I began my journey as a Jewish educator working at our own religious school, helping younger kids find their way through positive Jewish experiences. Beth Or gave me a foundation for the person I am today. It also gave me an amazing job — Director of Youth and Camp Engagement. It even feels funny to call it a job because I wake up each day loving what I do which never seems like work!

I encourage you to bring your children to a BOFTY event, or any of the other wonderful programs Beth Or offers our youth. Junior Choir, Rosh Chodesh, alternative Academy programs and BOFTY are just a few of the things your kids can participate in to help develop their Jewish souls!

I hope to see you all during the first day of Sunday School on September 27 to check out what’s going on in BOFTY at our All Youth Kick off!
Come Join Our Awesome Junior Choir!

You may have seen the Junior Choir sing at a recent service and wondered — so, what’s the Junior Choir all about? We are a diverse and interesting group of 2nd-12th graders that sing together, but we are so much more than that!

• We sing, socialize, gain responsibility, develop comfort on the Bima.

We have parties, community performances, sleepovers.

We have fun!

NO prior singing experience is required! Our practices with our Junior Choir Director, Lisa Ashery, are conveniently held between early and late sessions on Sunday mornings from 10:45 am to 11:15 am. We also have a rehearsal for a half hour prior to Family Shabbat Services.

If you would like to check us out, please contact Junior Choir Parent Coordinator, Nancy Portney (nportney@sbrlaw.com) for more information!

Sign Up For Junior Choir Online when you register for religious school or at the September 27 parents meeting (computer and on-line assistance will be available at the meeting)!

Junior Choir September/October Calendar

Friday, September 4 at 7 pm
Family Shabbat Service

Monday, September 14 at 3:30 pm
Rosh Hashanah Family Service

Wednesday, September 23 at 2:45 pm
Yom Kippur Family Service

Sunday, September 27 at 10:45 am
First Junior Choir Rehearsal

Sunday, September 27 at 1 pm
Welcome Back Pizza and DJ Dance Party and Parents Meeting!

Parents — Please come to the Haines Memorial Chapel with your child and bring your checkbook for the shirt order, which is separate from the registration cost.

Friday, October 2 at 7 pm
Family Shabbat Service

Sunday, October 4 at 7 pm
Simchat Torah Family Service

Saturday, October 10 at 7 pm
Junior Staffer Ice Cream Social

Please check the Junior Choir page on the Beth Or website at www.bethor.org for rehearsal times prior to all September/October worship.
**Adult Programs**

**APEX Brunch**

“Life Choices We All Must Consider” —

Sunday, October 11 at 10 am

Dr. David Gerstman, a retired physician currently doing research on end of life issues joins Cantor Green and an attorney in a panel discussion concerning the medical, Jewish/Halachic and legal points of view around end of life decisions. This program is free of charge if you RSVP by October 6 to Barb Murtha at bmurtha@bethor.org. Walk-ins will be charged $5 at door.

APEX is the Adult Programming Experience Committee which presents events geared toward congregational members ages 55 and over.

**AARP Safe Driving Class**

Basic Class — Tuesday/Wednesday, October 27-28 at 10 am

Refresher Class — Wednesday, November 4 at 10 am

Take a class and get a significant discount on your car insurance. Both courses are open to AARP members and non-members over 50 years of age. AARP membership card will be required to register for the lower participant fee. Please bring your driver’s license to class. Course fee is $15 for AARP members and $20 for non-AARP members. Please RSVP with payment to Beth Or, attention Elisa Heisman. Checks should be made out to AARP.

**Art Gallery**

**Artist-Marge Feldman**

Opening Reception: Friday, September 11

The Olitsky Gallery is pleased to present an exhibit featuring the exciting work of Marge Feldman, starting September 11 through October 8.

Much of Marge's art focuses on the contradictions and contrasts of the natural environment compared with what she calls the “contrived” environment. She says, “sometimes we work in concert with nature; other times we destroy it. Sometimes it overpowers us.”

Marge attended the Philadelphia Museum School, Moore Institute, Syracuse University, and the Philadelphia Art Institute, among others. She has traveled extensively, and those travels have influenced her work. She has been a strong force on the Philadelphia art scene. She taught art in public and private schools, at the Philadelphia Guild of Handweavers, and the Tyme Gallery in Havertown, PA, and has exhibited extensively in juried and group shows, as well as invitational and solo exhibits. Since her retirement, she is still teaching and taking classes.

**The DGLM Gallery of Philadelphia**

Opening Reception: Friday, October 9

Treat yourself to an art date! Take a few moments to stop in the art gallery at Beth Or and view this fine exhibit of Israeli art. Come and see this fabulous array of work by Israel's most popular artists, at reasonable prices. This is a wonderful opportunity to see and own an exciting piece of Israeli art by artists such as: Slava Brodinski, Jacob Chayat, Romaya Puchman, Michael Kachan, Ben Simhon, Orlando Quevedo, Sami Briss, Michael Milkin and others.

The exhibit continues through November 12.

**Brotherhood/Sisterhood Events**

**Welcome Back Pancake Breakfast**

Sunday, September 27 at 8:30 am to 12 noon

Kick off a brand new school year with a pancake breakfast in the Rosenfeld Social Hall sponsored by Beth Or Brotherhood and Sisterhood. Reunite with old friends and make some new ones!

**Impact Collection Day**

Sunday, October 11 from 8:30 am-1:30 pm

The Impact truck will be back in our Beth Or parking lot to collect gently used clothing, linens, shoes, handbags, accessories, costume jewelry, books, CDs and DVDs. They also collect electronics, computers and printers. Please support this Beth Or Sisterhood fundraiser by bringing your donations to the synagogue.

**Sisterhood Philly Trivia Night**

Thursday, October 15 at 7 pm

Ladies! Join us for another Girls Night Out at a local restaurant. Enjoy one complimentary drink and then a cash bar. Philly themed snacks served followed by a trivia contest. Prizes will be awarded. The cost is $18 per person. RSVP by Oct. 5 to Arlene Slobodian at abswws125@gmail.com. You can also RSVP on-line at https://ipn.intuit.com/pay/BethOrSisterhood or send a check payable to “Beth Or Sisterhood” at Beth Or.
**Sisterhood Shabbat and Woman of the Year Dinner**  
Friday, October 23 at 6 pm

Join us for our annual Shabbat dinner and honor our Woman of the Year. Nominations for Woman of the Year can be submitted to Marion Wolfert until Sept. 4. Our speaker will be Jeri Zimmerman, the Director of Jewish Federation of Philadelphia’s Center for Israel and Overseas. The Center connects greater Philadelphia area Jews with Jews in Israel and around the globe.

Dinner is $25 for Sisterhood members and $28 for non-Sisterhood members. RSVP by Oct. 12 to Arlene Slobodzian at abswws125@gmail.com. Pay online at https://ipn.intuit/pay/BethOrSisterhood or by sending a check payable to “Beth Or Sisterhood” to Arlene’s attention at Beth Or.

**Sisterhood Chanukah Bazaar**  
Sunday, November 15 at 10 am

Save the Date! For vendor information or to volunteer, please contact Sherry Spector at sherryspector@yahoo.com or Debbi Borislow at debbiborislow@gmail.com. Shop until you drop at our annual Chanukah Bazaar!

**Holidays and Shabbat Events**

**Sushi Sake Sukkah**  
Saturday, October 3 at 5:45 pm

Save the Date for our 3rd annual Sukkot event. Sushi and Sake for the adults and activities for the kids. Wave the lulav and etrog in the Goldstein Sukkah. Contact Rabbi Gerber for details. More information to come.

**Shabbat Guest Speaker Rabbi Elliot Strom**  
Friday, October 30 at 8 pm

Rabbi Elliot Strom, founding rabbi and now Rabbi Emeritus of Shir Ami Congregation of Newtown, PA will speak to our congregation. Rabbi Strom is the author of the recently released novel, *Rabbi, Run* and will read from his book and speak about some issues it raises about rabbi-congregation relationships.

**Veterans Shabbat and Dinner**  
Friday, November 13 at 6 pm — Save the Date

If you are an active member of the military or a veteran, you are invited to attend a special Shabbat dinner in your honor. Invitations will be mailed to veterans and active duty personnel. Contact Elsa-Lu Berkowitz at berktaxpa@aol.com for details.

**Lifelong Learning**

**Lunch and Learn in the Sukkah**  
Wednesday, September 30 at 12 noon

Join Cantor Green for a discussion about the holiday of Sukkot. Please bring a bag lunch. RSVP to Barbara Murtha at bmurtha@bethor.org.

**Rabbi’s Tish and Shabbat Dinner**  
Friday, October 2 at 7 pm

Following Kabbalat Shabbat, join us for a Shabbat dinner and participate in a discussion with Rabbi Marx based on the Torah portion or a topic of his choice. Dinner is $18 per person. RSVP to Barb Murtha at bmurtha@bethor.org.

**Special Events**

**Bingo Night**  
Wednesday, November 18 at 6:30 pm — Save the Date

Ladies, join us for Bingo, raffle baskets, prizes, munchies and beverages. **NEW THIS YEAR** — Purchase a VIP Pass for $40 which includes 10 extra raffle tickets and wine and food from Carrabba’s Italian Grill. This offer is only available until October 19. All proceeds will support the Zipporah S. Abramson Center for Early Childhood Education. Attendees are welcome to bring food and beverages.

Reserve your spot by October 19 and pay $20 regular admission or $40 for a VIP Pass. Please make checks payable to Congregation Beth Or and drop off or mail to the synagogue office. RSVP forms can be found in the bulk mail, on the Beth Or website or in the Spain Lobby at the synagogue.

**Youth**

**All Youth Kick Off at 9 am to 1 pm**  
Sunday, September 27

Join your BOFTY friends, old and new, in the All Youth Open House, during Sunday school for games, snacks, swag and fun!

**GREAT SCOTT — It’s Back To The Future Night!**  
Wednesday, October 21 at 6 pm

October 21, 2015 happens to be the day that Doc and Marty went back to the future! Join BOFTY as we showcase *Back to the Future II* on our outdoor screen. The event is free with dinner and snacks available for purchase.
New Members
Mike, Lindsay & Liam Maze
Evan, Jessica, Maya & Max Dortheimer
Steve, Missy, Avery & Tristan Blatstein
Adam, Mary & Jaclyn Lieberman
Janice Singer
Stephen, Lauren, Annabel & Zoe Hellman
Michael, Jacqueline, Madison & Ryan Fishman
Jacob Tarabar & Rachel Mintz
Warren, Pamela, Morgan & Ashley Bloom
Todd, Elana, William & Benjamin Eisenberg
Randy Royfe
Steven Pastor & Janine Jankovitz-Pastor
Drew, Donna, Skye & Sage Desjardins
Josh, Lauren, Devyn & Saige Baron

Rejoining Members
Jodi, Alexa & Brooke Hallen
Brad, Skylar & Jules Rostolsky & Jennifer Udis
Karen Mandel

May Their Memory Be a Blessing
Robert Wallach, father of Todd Wallach
Linda Dickler, mother of Greg Delfiner
Dave Milke, congregate & husband of Sherry Milke
Lillian Berman, mother of Arlene Slobodzian
Joy Ellis, grandmother of Cara & Becca Hafter
Henry Wessel, congregate & husband of Barbara Wessel
Herbert T. Picus, father of Laine Kaplan
Donald Levinstein, father of Wendy Terrenzo & grandfather of Jill Bascoe
Victor Levin, father of Robert Fox
Dennis Abramson, uncle of Jennifer Abramson-Green
Abraham Rosenblatt, father of Stan Rosenblatt
Lester Rosenfeld, congregate & husband of Helene Rosenfeld
Arthur Promish, cousin of Jodye Green
Richard A. Davis, father of Michael Davis
Samuel Kaplan, grandfather of Lori Orenstein
Joseph Levine, father of Brian Levine
Gilbert Abramson, father of Marla Joseph
Sandra Solomon, mother of Robin Lassin
Aaron Wasserstein, grandfather of Andrea Kurtz
Dennis Howie, congregate & husband of Jennifer Howie, father of Jacob & Daniel & brother of Patrick Howie

Mazel Tov
Engagement of Lisa Resnick, daughter of Michael & Nancy Resnick, to David Keller
Birth of Isabel Fiona Krepp, granddaughter of Fred & Laine Kaplan
Birth of Charlotte, daughter of Steven & Christin Glassman
Birth of Asa Julian Thomas Wolfe, grandson of Jane Liebman
Engagement of Aaron Gottlieb, son of Josh & Marcie Gottlieb, to Stephanie Tedesco
Engagement of Johanna Davis, daughter of William & Ori Davis, to Eli Zigon
Marriage of Jacob Tarabar, son of Martin & Jill Tarabar, to Rachel Mintz
Marriage of Janine Jankovitz, daughter of Jack & Linda Jankovitz, to Steven Pastor
Engagement of Zachary Miller, son of Robert & Faye Miller, to Rachel Channon
Engagement of Jennifer Seboek to Jeffrey Gould
Baby Naming of Alivia Ella Stone, daughter of Josh & Reshma Stone & granddaughter of Steven Stone & Terry Stone

Baby Naming of Brooke Mia Bernstein, granddaughter of Steven & Nancy Bernstein
Baby Naming of Ava Caroline Bair, daughter of Craig & Lauren Bair
Engagement of Jonathan Stark, son of Alan & Mary Jean Stark, to Kelley Spause
Baby Naming of Seth Eric Santo, grandson of Andrea & Bob Sklenar
Baby Naming of Maya Faye Kaufman, granddaughter of Michelle Kamens
Wedding of Rachel Fiori to Jeff Sutton
Bar Mitzvah of Jared Delfiner
Bat Mitzvah of Ava Fuchs
Bat Mitzvah of Jodie Hershman
Bat Mitzvah of Adriana Jones
Bat Mitzvah of Rachel Rubins
Bat Mitzvah of Georgia Fiori
B’nai Mitzvah of Colin & Julia Post
Bar Mitzvah of Sam Fortunato
B’nai Mitzvah of Joshua & Jacob Tollman
Bat Mitzvah of Avery Miller
Bar Mitzvah of Aidan Nadell
Bat Mitzvah of Rachael Kisver
Bar Mitzvah of Grant Geisler
Bar Mitzvah of Ari Silver

Oneg and Flower Donations
Additional May Donations:
Oneg
May 15 • Shana & Adam Lebofsky in honor of Max Lebofsky’s Bar Mitzvah
Flowers
May 8 • Warren & Katherine Zager in honor of Caroline Zager’s Bat Mitzvah

Additional June Donations:
Onegs
June 5 • Dawn & Marty Jacobson in honor of Tyler Jacobson’s Bar Mitzvah
June 12 • Cari & Alan Lasdon in honor of Max Lasdon’s Bar Mitzvah; Karen & Ron Wilk in honor of Brett Wilk’s Bar Mitzvah
June 19 • Suzanne & Mitch Diamond in honor of Matthew Diamond’s Bar Mitzvah
June 26 • Merryl & Leroy Meyers in honor of Sally Meyers’ Bat Mitzvah
Roselyn Altman in honor of Sarah & Seth Polesuk’s B’nai Mitzvah
Barry & Vicki Oppenheim in memory of Hyman Oppenheim

Flowers
June 12 • Cari & Alan Lasdon in honor of Max Lasdon’s Bar Mitzvah
June 19 • Deborah & Kenneth Borislow in honor of Chloe Borislow’s Bat Mitzvah
June 26 • Hedy & Brian Polesuk in honor of Sarah & Seth Polesuk’s B’nai Mitzvah

September Donation
Oneg
September 11 • Sam & Edie Newman in honor of their 50th wedding anniversary
Memorials and Contributions

Rabbi Marx’s Discretionary Fund

In Memory of
DORIS LITZ
Louis & Francine Litz
DENNIS HOWIE
Alan & Carls Lasdon
Scott & Elisa Heisman
SIDNEY SIEGEL
Bea Siegel
EVELYN HALTMAN
Christopher Rogers
JERRY SUTOW
Cindy, Sandy, Sean & Corey Goldstein
SAMUEL SCHULTZ
Harry & Lila Schultz
WILLIAM LESSE
Joan Garde
HARRIET GOTTSCHALK
Josh & Marcie Gottlieb
NORMAN FELDMAN
Lloyd & Ellen Perlmutter
ANNE EDELMAN
Mark & Amie Frankel
ALBERT GROSS
Maurice Gross & Keith Case
ABRAHAM ROSENBLATT
Mitch & Isa Welsch
Stan & Carol Halbert
ANNIE ROSEN
Myer & Rita Bernstein
ISABEL DUFFY, LEONARD DUFFY
Norman, Betsy, Dan & Mike Berlin
ANNETTE KAPLAN
Rita Kaplan
VICKI LYNN LIEBERMAN
Steve & Beth Headley
LESTER ROSENFELD
Leonard & Madlyn Abramson

In Honor of
JENNIE NERENBERG
AI & Sussie Harris
STEPHANIE WANG’S Confirmation
Arnold & Lynn Jules
Baby Naming of HARLEIGH RAE CONNER
Bill Jacobson & Georgia Cottrell
EILLIE LANDAU’S Confirmation
Larry & Beverly Samson
BLAIR’S Recovery
Leonard & Madlyn Abramson
JESSICA RABINOWITZ’S Bat Mitzvah
Mark & Sue Rabinowitz
KOREY WELLSCH’S Confirmation
Mitchell & Isa Welsch

Baby Naming of
EMILY SHAYNA WINDHEIM
Randi & Bob Windheim & Family
KOREY WELLSCH’S Confirmation
Stan & Carol Halbert
MAX ANDREW LASDON
Stephen & Jane Cohen

In Appreciation of
Rabbi Marx
Bob & Andy Slkenar
Charles Swartz
Patricia Bassman
Richard & Randy Lavinghouse
The Dayno Family
The Delfiner Family
RABBI MARX for the Naming of
Seth Eric Santo
Bob & Andy Slkenar
RABBI MARX for the Naming of
Maya Faye Kaufman
Michele Kamens

Rabbi Gerber’s Discretionary Fund

In Memory of
GRACE GRONER
Florence Arnold
REV. EDWARD EHLERS
Philip & Judith Pfeffer
VICKI LYNN LIEBERMAN
Steve & Beth Headley

In Honor of
RABBI GERBER’S participation in
Hazak program
Hazak of Temple Sinai
JESSICA RABINOWITZ’S Bat Mitzvah
Mark & Sue Rabinowitz
RABBI GERBER’S Birthday
Aaron & Lois Lambersky

In Appreciation of
RABBI GERBER
Aaron & Lois Lambersky
Barbara Wessel
Benjamin & Deborah Berman
Carole Chasen
Mark & Dina Pokedoff
Richard & Randy Lavinghouse
Shawn & Lori Orenstein
The Delfiner Family
The Zager Family
Zack & Erica Landes

Rabbi Gerber for the Birthday Blessing
Marc Meketon & Naomi Sussman

Cantor Green’s Discretionary Fund

In Memory of
ISADORE REDS FRIEDMAN
Gary & Harra Hershman
DAVID BERSTEIN
Joseph & Marcia Berstein
MORRIS FISHER
Sheila & Bill Ritchey
HERBERT PICUS
Todd Solodar & Marilyn Ackerman
LILLIAN BERMAN
Walt & Arlene Slobodzian

In Honor of
JESSICA RABINOWITZ’S Bat Mitzvah
Mark & Sue Rabinowitz
ZACHARY SPAIN’S Bar Mitzvah
Peter & Tracy Spain
JUDY BERNESTEIN
Philip & Judith Pfeffer

In Appreciation of
CANTOR GREEN
The Delfiner Family
The Zager Family
Peter & Tracy Spain

Andrew Jarrett Fund for Religious School

In Memory of
SHIRLEY MEHRER
David & Phyllis Fleisher
NORMA JARRETT
James & Nancy Frankowski
HERB PICUS
Mitch Davis & Karen Liebman
BETH SCHRAUGER
Phyllis, David, Erica & Mason Fleisher
FRANCES O. WIENER
Stewart Wiener

Annual Appeal 2015-16

In Memory of
JOSEPH LEVINE
Michael & Cheryl Friedenberg

Arnold Berkowitz Memorial Fund for Veteran’s Shabbat

In Memory of
HENRY WESSEL
GRACE GRONER
MEL GOODRICH
BESS GREENBLATT
Elsa-Lu Berkowitz
MARTY FELS
Joseph & Lenore Fels

In Honor of
MAX PARLOW’S Confirmation

RABBI ABRASLEY becoming
Assistant Rabbi of Temple Shalom
in Newton, MA
Wedding of ANITA & RALPH BLOCH
Elsa-Lu Berkowitz

Barbara Goldberg Nursery School Fund

In Memory of
STACEY CARTAGENOW’S
GRANDMOTHER
Carmella Feingold
Ann Marie Geissel
Eric Simon
DAVID TRAGASH
Hal & Pearl Tragash

In Honor of
JENNIE NERENBERG &
BRUCE DORSEY
Jim & Sharon Carlin
Birth of JACK MILAKOFSKY
Ellen Werther
Michael & Irene Beer
TALIA KAGANOUSKY’S Bat Mitzvah
Nancy Scudder & Laurie Rubin
MATTHEW DIAMOND’S Bar Mitzvah
The Scudder Family

Barbara & Marvin Goldberg Confirmation Israel Trip Endowment

In Honor of
MATTHEW DIAMOND’S Bar Mitzvah
Faye Miller

Brotherhood Camp Harlem Scholarship Fund

In Memory of
JOSEPH LEVINE
REV. EDWIN EHLERS
David & Stephanie Simon
RICHARD S. DAVIS
Ira & Robin Secouler

Capital Fund

In Memory of
LESTER ROSENFELD
Willa Kravitz

Caring Congregants Fund

In Memory of
JOAN GORDON
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David & Karen Bashkin
David & Leslie Moss
Edie Goldberg

DAVE MILKE
Ellen Wether

HERBERT T. PINCUS
Beth Rubin

GRACE GRONER
Carl & Beth Apter & Family

RICHARD A. DAVIS
Eric & Faye Benshetler
Sisterhood
Joseph & Lenore Fels
Lem & Sue Tarskis

EDWIN EHLERS
Ira Secouler

RAPHAEL BECKER
Joe Arnold & Andi

Carl & Beth Apter & Family

Beth Rubin

Ellen Werther

Edie Goldberg

David & Leslie Moss

David & Karen Bashkin

Joe Arnold & Andi

Carl & Beth Apter

Baby naming of ANDY &

In Honor of

Richard & Janet Lorraine

Rachael, Daniel, Olivia, Shayna & Cooper Feldgus

In Honor of

Friends of IDF

In Honor of

Jennie Nerenberg &
Bruce Dorsey

Carl & Beth Apter

ELLIE LANDAU’S Confirmation
Joe Arnold & Andi
Becker-Arnold

Congratulations to

JAKE & RYAN DALSEMER’S High School Graduation
JAKE SAMSON’S High School Graduation

Joe Arnold & Andi Becker-Arnold

In Appreciation of

Rabbi Gerber
Shawn & Lori Orenstein

Friends of IDF

In Honor of

Jennie Nerenberg & Bruce Dorsey being honored by Israel Bonds

Caren, David, Stacey & Adam Gutman

Marriage of JOANNE ROSENTHAL to RONALD LEONARD

David & Caren Gutman

General Fund

In Memory of

JOSEPH LEVINE

Bruce Dorsey & Jennie Nerenberg
Fred & Bryna Berman

GRACE GRONER
Buddy & Anais Watsky
Corinne Roxby & Susanna Forjohn
Doris Bishop
Harold & Franny Rosenbluth
Joe & Elsa Engel
Marc & Amy Grossman
Michael & Jeannie Miller
Paul & Sandra Sacks
Fred & Lynn Rosenberg
Mark & Cheryl Groner
Vincent & Cindi Pasceri & Family

SALLY COOPER
Fred & Gail Karafin

EVELYN HALTMAN
Grand View Anesthesia Associates

LESTER ROSENFELD
Herb & Renee Cohen

JOY ELLIS
Howard & Karen Silverman

LINDA DICKLER
Jon & Judy Beck
Kim Marin
Beatrice & David Gettlin
Richard & Susan Gettlin
Charles Frank
Robert & Heidi Garnick

In Honor of

One year anniversary of the Bar Mitzvah of
ELISABETH M. DESCHENE
(May 17, 2014)

Alan & Ellen Rosenfeld

JENNIE NERENBERG & BRUCE DORSEY being honored by Israel Bonds

ROGGER & ELLEN WICHTERMAN
Birth of SETH ERIC SANTO
Jon Kligerman & Barbara Cohen-Kligerman

MAX LASDON’S Bar Mitzvah
Kenneth & Jane Speicher

MYER BERNSTEIN receiving the “Chevalier” Legion of Honor Award
Michael & Irene Beer

SAM FREZEL’S Bar Mitzvah
Peter & Selma Brothman

IRA SECOULER
Michael Secouler

In Appreciation of

Jennie Nerenberg
Fred & Stacy Frankel

MARC SATALOF
Michelle, Dan & Emily Scolnick

Hannah Miller Youth Library Fund

In Memory of

MARGARET (PEGGY) GELMAN
Gary & Cindy Loewenstein

HANNAH ELAINE LEVY MILLER
Joyce Levy

Lynn Levy & Family

GOODWIN “GOODY” SCULKY
Larry, Ilene, Michelle & Jessica Stella

Israel Emergency Fund

In Memory of

JOAN GORDON
Chachkin Family

HERB PICUS
Sylvia Chachkin & Margie Chachkin

LILLIAN BERMAN
The Chachkin Family

In Honor of

Mazel Tov to AVA SKOLNIK on her graduation from Drexel & baccalaureate speech!

Aunt Vicky & Uncle Reid Drucker

MORGAN BELL’S Princeton enrollment
The Chachkin Family

Speedy Recovery to

WENDY RHODE
Chachkin Family

Jonathan Liebian Religious School Fund

In Memory of

BIRTHA SCHWARTZ
Arlene Liebman

JORDAN CATTALO
Joel & Janice Chanen

Karl & Mally Herzfeld Library Fund

In Memory of

DONALD LEVINSTEIN
GRACE MILLER
LESTER ROSENFELD
Mort & Joan Simon

Kate Svitik Memorial Garden Fund

In Memory of

CHARLES SKLENAR
Bob & Andy Sklenar

KATE SVITIK
Bob Clair
GILBERT STRAUSS
Cary & Nancy Flitter

BENSON APOTHEKA
Jeffrey & Barbara Katzman

DONALD LEVINSTEIN
Sylvia Chachkin & Margie Chachkin

In Honor of

Birth of SETH ERIC SANTO
Bob & Andrea Sklenar
ELIANNA LANDAU’S Confirmation
EMMA LYNAM’S Confirmation
ANNIE STEINBRINK’S Confirmation
GABRIELLE UNIPAN’S Confirmation
Frank & Ellen Svitik
Andi & Tod Drucker on TOD'S retirement
ANDI’S new job!
Reid & Victoria Drucker
IRA SECOULER
Morry & Bonnie Barron

Linda Gerson Memorial Fund for Grounds’ Beautification

In Memory of

BETTY BERKOWITZ
Edwin & Lynne Berkowitz
MARTIN WEINTRAUB
Gerson Family

GRACE GRONER
Phil Gerson Family

Lore Heinsheimer Memorial Youth Assistance Fund

In Honor of

Graduation of KYLE MCCARTHY YOUNG
Graduation of JACKIE AARONSON
ROBIN FREEDMAN’S College Graduation
ERICA FREEDMAN’S 21st Birthday
Cindi & Vincent Pasceri & Family

Meals That Matter Fund

In Memory of

ELAINE PERLMAN
Anthony & Helene Simoni

GRACE GRONER
Chachkin Family

Harriet Greenberg

JOAN GORDON
David & Leslie Harris

ABRAHAM ROSENBLATT
Harry & Lila Schultz

LESTER ROSENFELD
VICTOR LEVIN

JOSEPH LEVINE
Ira & Robin Secouler

LESTER BECKMAN, JR.
Patricia Beckman

DONALD LEVINSTEIN
Todd Solodar & Marilyn Ackerman

In Honor of

JAKE SIMON becoming a Bar Mitzvah
Mindy Wolinsky

Speedy Recovery to BLAIR BERMAN
Lisa, Michael, Lauren & Jackie Goldenberg
Music Fund

In Memory of
IRENE OLSON
MIRIAM LIEBLEN
BEATRICE LAX
ART WEDEL
HARRIET GOLDBERG
MARLYN REYNOLDS
JORDAN CAMPBELL
JERROLD WEINBERG
Neil & Cheryl Schlackman
DAVID MILKE
Ruth Skoglund

In Honor of
ANDY COHN'S Art Show
Vincent & Cindi Pasceri & Family

Natan Luehrmann-Cowen Jr. Choir Endowment Fund

In Memory of
REV. EDWIN EHLERS
Candice Chachkin

In Honor of
Marriage of BENNETT RUBIN & LINA HEILMAN
Beth Rubin

Congratulations to
JENNIE NERENBERG & BRUCE DORSEY
Joe Arnold & Andi Becker-Arnold

Ner Tamid Endowment Campaign

Speedy Recovery to
BLAIR BERNAN
Mitchell & Isa Welsch

Prayerbook Fund

In Memory of
LEONARD LEVINE
Allen & Diane Shapiro
HERMAN SAMUELS
Bob & Marlene Cohen
MARTIN E. GREENBERG
Allen & Diane Shapiro
Dr. Brian Shapiro & Staff

Reuben Wolfert Memorial Fund

In Memory of
MENO VAN DYK
Irwin Wolfert
GRACE GRONER
Marian M. Wolfert & Family
GILBERT BUDD
HERBERT BUDD
LESTER ROSENFIELD
DONALD LEVINE
Marian Wolfert

Sisterhood Mitzvah Fund

In Memory of
FLORA KRIMKER
MARTA GOTTLIB
Krimer/Saragovi Family

In Appreciation of
DAVID PERELOW
RABBI ABRASLEY
Eddi Gorman

Yahrzeit Fund

In Memory of
AARON DAVID BRAM
Christyanne Stanley
Adam & Margot Bram
EVA GETZOFF
HELEN WEINSTEIN
AI & Phyllis Turek
EUGENIE LABOISSONNIERE
Alan & Mary Stark
SHIRLEY KLIPPER
LORRAINE PAPSIN
HERB PAPSIN
Allan & Andrea Papsin
BARBARA COLLIER
Allan & Andrea Posner
SOLOMON COHEN
Allan Cohen & Susan Utaïn-Cohen
MINERVA PORTER
Arlene Porter
ROCHELLE SALAMAN SELZER
Arnold & Judy Bernstein
SAM SITKO
Aviva Sitko
HARVEY L. COHEN
Barry & Francine Cohen
MICHAEL JOHL
LOTTIE JOHL
Bernie & Beth Johl
DAVID MARGULIES
Brad & Debra Pliner
EDWARD S. GLICKMAN
Bruce & Robin Markovitz
TZILLA & JOSEPH BAGINSKY
MORRIS NIRES
Celia Rothkopf
RUTH MYERS
David & Stephanie Simon
Mort & Joann Simon
JANE KOHN
David Kohn & Family
GARSON B. COHN
Davy & Marilyn Cohn
SIDNEY ZAVODNICK
LOUIS ZAVODNICK
FRANK ZAVODNICK
Davy & Marilyn Cohn
LOUIS GREENBERG
MARGE DEANGELIS
Edythe & Samuel Newman & Family
SOL TALEB
IRVING EPSTEIN
Estelle Gray
ALBERT FINKELSTEIN
Gary & Phyllis Finkelstein
WINNIE SHARP
Harry & Lila Schultz
ROSE L. PHILLIPS
SOL BERNAN
Ira & Sondra Berman
HARRY LIPOFF
Irv & Susan Lipoff
DAVID LIEBERMAN
Jacob & Pamela Singer
MARIE COHAN
HERBERT ZERULD
Jane Zeruld
MAURICE M. DUNN
Jerome & Janice Dunn
RUTH BERENBAUM
Jerry & Harriet Silberman
AARON SCHENITZ SMITH
Joan Heyne Nerenberg
HERMAN BERSTEIN
Joseph & Marcia Berstein
SAMUEL FELS
Joseph Fels
SYLVIA BERKOWITZ
Julian & Myrna Gro
ROSE DAYNO
ALAN DAYNO
Karen, Jeff, Rachel, Allie & Ethan Dayno
EDITH WEINTRAUB
SYLVIA DAVIDSON
MARK DAVIDSON
Lem & Sue Tarshis
LILLIAN JACKOWSKI
Leonard & Ida Jackowski
JULIUS LOKIETZ
ROSE SALZBERG
NATHAN SALZBERG
Leonard & Rita Lokiez
LOIS FARBER
ROSE SESKIN
Les & Eileen Seskin
JACK STERNHAL
Lewis & Betsy Sternthal
DANIEL WINDHEIM
Lila Windheim
HARRIET, MORRIS
LOIS BERGER
Marilyn Goldwater
EUGENIA MAZUREK
Martin & Catherine Mazurek
BEN SKLAROFF

PHILIP SCHWARTZ
Mary & Debbie Schwartz
EDWIN FORTI
Matt & Sarah Forti
ALICE & IRVING JAFFE
Matthew Jaffe & Karen Weiss
DR. JOSEPH LOWENTHAL
Melvin & Jane Stein
SYDELLE LAX
Merrill & Cindy Reese
HERBERT LAZOWICK
Millie Race
ANN SPAIN
Murray Spain
ANNA GLICKMAN
LILLIAN FREED
Myrtle Borine
LENA KUSHNER
Paul & Judy Kushner
MAXINE ROSENFIELD
Philip & Merle Rosenfeld
GRACE GRONER
ALBERT ABRAMS
MORRIS BERLAN
Phyllis Abrams
ALAN KAHN
Ralph & Felice Kahn
PERCH HANKIN
Robert & Madeline Nappen
BELEN LEVENBERG
Robin Levenberg
HERMAN B. HOFFMAN
MOLLIE LEVENBERG
Robin Levenberg
CLAIRE ROSENTHAL
Ronald & Barbara Rosenthal
EVA LERTZMAN
Rose Feldman
ANN GREENBERG
DR. STANLEY GREENBERG
FRANCES NEWMAN
Samuel & Edythe Newman & Family
RHODA LIEBMAN
Jane Liebman
ROSE SKARUPSKY
DONALD E. GOODMAN
AARIE & GEORGE MELNICK
ROSE MURPHY
Scott & Rosemary Melnick
ARIE GOLDSTEIN
Scott & Sandy Silverman
JOSEPH STEINBERG
Stuart & Debbie Steinberg & Family
NYDIA PASCERI
Vincent & Cindi Pasceri
A vibrant, meaningful, and delicious place

Have you been in the synagogue on a Sunday morning? If so, you have felt the hustle and bustle of a busy building — young people laughing and running to classes, adults rushing to their kids, reminding them to give tzedakah, or other adults chattering on their way to their various meetings. Amid this excitement, the Shmear Cafe has arisen as an oasis in the heart of the synagogue. Located downstairs, we sell delicious New York style bagels, schmears of whitefish and cream cheese; coffee and tea; along with interesting sweet delights, chips and candy within the calmness of the area. We are a place to meet a friend, your child, or gather for an informal meeting.

This fall, Randi Copman, Stephanie Webb, and Laurie Marx will be taking over the management and coordination of the Shmear Cafe, striving to achieve the excellence that Danette Laver and Karin Foreman accomplished over the past few years. Though the cafe has become a social hub, it is also a vehicle for tikkun olam, repair of the world. Any profits received from the cafe are donated to various food-related causes such as Meals that Matter and Soup Squad. The cafe is also volunteer run — coordinated by Laurie Marx (Lgsmarx@icloud.com) who is always happy to welcome a new volunteer. Come to see the Shmear Café as a vibrant, meaningful, and delicious place — a place to meet, a place to eat, or a place to volunteer.

Hearing the sound of the ram’s horn will only get you SHOFAR...

Q. Could I make a shofar out of any animal’s horn?
A. I don’t know, Kudu?

Download a free QR Code Scanner on your smartphone or tablet to find out what’s GNU with this ancient tradition (that joke will make more sense after you scan the QR codes in the corners).
Or visit www.bethor.org for web access.
What is your life about?

Why are you here?

Are you looking for help to guide you?

Are you looking to improve yourself? You tried yoga, meditation, and self help, but they did not work on your soul or help you answer the questions...

- Why do I keep making the same mistakes over and over?
- Why do I cause pain to myself and others?
- What steps can I take to bring my life closer to my spiritual potential?
- Are there lessons I can learn from the experiences of previous generations?

The study of MUSSAR is a distinctive Jewish practice that provides guidance in identifying your uniquely personal path of spiritual growth and offers practices to help bring about that growth. It offers a treasury of techniques and understandings that offers immensely valuable guidance for the journey of our lives.

Congregation Beth Or is excited to present “A TASTE OF MUSSAR” — an introduction to the study and practices of Jewish spiritual ethics. This course, developed by our last year’s scholar in residence Dr. Alan Morinis founding dean of the Mussar Institute, will allow you to experience the tradition, learning, and techniques that have engaged and helped people looking for answers to life’s questions.

The course is a five session program on Monday evenings, 7-8:30 pm. The dates are October 12, 19, 26, November 2 and 9.

Interested congregants contact Jerry Hogan at jhogan1750@aol.com.
Family...a link to the past and a bridge to our future

Goldsteins’ Rosenberg’s Raphael-Sacks INC.
Providing funeral counseling and pre-need arrangements.
215-927-5800 • 1-800-622-6410
For hearing impaired: 267-331-4243 (Sorenson VP)

PHILADELPHIA CHAPEL
Bennett Goldstein, Supervisor
6410 N. Broad Street • Philadelphia, PA 19126

SUBURBAN NORTH CHAPEL
Gabe Goldstein, Supervisor
310 2nd Street Pike • Southampton, PA 18966

ROTH-GOLDSTEINS’ MEMORIAL CHAPEL
Eric S. Goldstein • Mgr. Lic. No. 4032
Pacific & New Hampshire Avenues • Atlantic City, NJ 08401
Southern New Jersey Chapels Available

www.GoldsteinsFuneral.com

Caring. Committed. Compassionate.
If you think Jewish day school isn’t the right fit, you don’t know Jack.

We’re an inclusive Jewish day school with a broader worldview. So we welcome students from all facets of observance. We offer an amazing middle school and incredible high school...where everyone fits. Our kids are baseball players, history buffs, engineers, mathletes, rising stars. And we encourage all of them to choose their own path. There’s a place for your family here. Come love where you learn.

Get to know Jack.

Visit us at an open house or schedule a personal tour.

October 14, 2015 • November 11, 2015
January 8, 2016 • March 8, 2016
Time: 9:30am - Noon
Experience Leads To Great Results

Providing state-of-the-art dental procedures to adults and children including:
- Sleep apnea/Snoring Treatment
- Dental Implants
- Non-surgical Laser Gum Disease Treatment
- Invisalign Clear Braces
- Smile Whitening
- Veneers

Convenient new location • Most dental plans accepted.
2032 North Broad Street, Suite 1, Lansdale
215-368-6636
greatsmiles@leadingdentsolutions.com
www.leadingdentsolutions.com
Beth Or member
Planning a celebration?
Let us host your next simcha and help you make memories that will last a lifetime.

Would you like to learn more about our banquet facilities?
Please call us at 215-646-5806 or e-mail Genevieve Yanity at gyanity@bethor.org

www.bethor.org
Great smiles begin with…

Dr. Jamie Goodreau
Specialist in Orthodontics

* Certified Invisalign Orthodontist
* Treatment of Children & Adults
* TMJ Treatment

Call today for a FREE Consultation!
(215) 997-0200

LOCATION:
HighPoint Business Campus
1300 Horizon Dr.
Suite 117
Chalfont, PA 18914
www.drgoodreau.com

Affordable Payment Plans

ELBOW LANE DAY CAMP

27 Acres of Fun!
www.elbowlane.com
(215) 343-2120

SESAME DAY CAMP

★ CAMP ROCKWOOD

★ ROCKWOOD ADVENTURES
★ TEEN TRAVEL

Day Camp: 4 to 8 Week Sessions
Mini-Day Option (3, 4, & 5 year olds)
American Red Cross Swim Program
Arts & Outdoor Adventure Activities
Extensive Sports Program
Great Lunches & Snacks & Much More!
Teen Travel Program: 1 to 7 Week Options for 6th through 10th Grades
Door-to-Door Transportation

Offering Your Child the Finest in Caring Staff, Diverse Programming & Outstanding Facilities.

Howard & Dale Batterman, Owners/Directors

610.275.CAMP  www.srdaycamps.com
CAMP GREEN LANE
Located in Green Lane, PA
Experts in creating memories and friendships that last a lifetime — since 1926.
Exciting special events and out-of-camp trips!

Become a part of our Camp Green Lane family!
(215) 234-9211
info@greenlane.com • www.greenlane.com
Melissa and Jay Freedman and Rene and Adam Weiner
Owners/Directors

In Home Vet, LLC
April L. Brasher, DVM
Concierge Mobile Veterinary Medicine
YOUR HOME IS OUR CLINIC
267-644-8441 • aprilbrasher@myinhomevet.com
Dr. Brasher brings experienced, high-level medicine into your home to care for your dogs and cats in a low-stress environment. Services include well-visits, geriatric care, dermatology, internal medicine, second opinions, behavior, palliative, end-of-life care and more.

V is Key
The key to success? My personal attention to all details, enlightened home staging for maximum results and relentless energy focused on you. A member of Beth Or.

Vanessa Klein, REALTOR • Ranked top 7% nationwide
www.vanessaklein.com • vanessa.klein@foxcrotch.com • 215.582.9338 cell • 215.542.5200 x 381 office

BERKSHIRE Hathaway
Fox & Roach, REALTORS
A member of the franchise system of BHHS FRANCHISES, LLC
Roosevelt Memorial Park
From Generation to Generation

Beth Or Member
Doreen.Berest@DignityMemorial.com

Beth Or Members save 10%
on all pre-need cemeteryarrangements.

Call Doreen Berest at 215-673-7500.

Would you like to advertise yourbusiness to over1,000 Beth Or families?

ADVERTISING SPACE IS AVAILABLE!

Contact Elisa Heisman
Director of Programs and Communications
215-646-5806 x207
eheisman@bethor.org

Gary E. Risler
Sales Manager
NMLS #490654

Waterstone Mortgage Corporation
1145 Forrest St., Suite 100
Conshohocken, PA 19428
215.669.0944 mobile • GaryRisler.com

GAIL GOLDMAN
Vacation Sales Consultant
Beth Or member for over 30 years

ROSENBLUTH®
Vacations

4275 County Line Road, Chalfont, PA
E-mail: gailnaian@aol.com
THE SHABBAT SUITE AT LANKENAU MEDICAL CENTER

PROVIDING COMFORT

When you or a loved one needs the care or services of a hospital, it’s comforting to know that a premier medical center in your region offers a peaceful space for families to observe Shabbat and holidays.

At Lankenau Medical Center, our specialized medical and surgical teams are skilled in providing advanced care. We also understand the importance of helping patients and families through their physical, emotional, and spiritual journey.

Our comfortable and convenient Shabbat Suite features:

- Two private bedrooms, each with two beds and a private bathroom with shower*
- 24/7 private kitchen and stocked pantry
- Spacious lounge and private space for minyan

At Lankenau, providing compassionate care has been a tradition for more than 150 years.

To learn more about Shabbat services or to visit the Shabbat Suite at Lankenau Medical Center, call 484.476.2020 or visit mainlinehealth.org/shabbat. We look forward to helping ensure a comfortable Shabbat environment.

*Sleeping facilities available only during Shabbat and holidays.
Senior Rabbi.................................Gregory S. Marx
Associate Rabbi..............................David Gerber
Cantor ..................................................David Green
Executive Director ...........................Amy S. Abrams
Director of Religious School ............Aaron Nielsenshultz
Early Childhood Director ..................Dale Laing
Assistant Early Childhood Director ......Suzanne Diamond
Director of Programs & Communications ...Elisa Heisman
Director of Youth & Camp Engagement ...Jillian Glick
Executive Director Emerita .................Elizabeth L. Hirsch, F.T.A.

President ........................................Ira Secouler
Vice President ...............................David Simon
Vice President ...............................Josh Gottlieb
Vice President ...............................Gwen Silverstein
Treasurer ........................................Keith Reiner
Assistant Treasurer .........................Jon Schwartz
Parliamentarian ..............................Bob Cohen
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Brotherhood President ......................Michael Davis
Sisterhood Co-Presidents .................Marilyn Ackerman & Ellen Mirbach
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Experience Makes the Difference
Selling homes for more than 30 years

Fox Roach Realtors
721 Skippack Pike, Suite 1
Blue Bell, PA 19422
215-432-5610
RhondaLRosenthal@gmail.com
RhondaRosenthal.com

Congregation Beth Or publishes the Beth Or Spotlight through an endowment from the Florence and Rhoda Kramer Memorial Fund. This newsletter is published every other month. Congregation Beth Or is a Reform congregation and a member of the Union for Reform Judaism.